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The Ukraine Crisis and African Economies
Global Fertilizer and Wheat Trade and Market Disruptions: Impacts on Agricultural Productivity, Growth, and Food Security for Rwanda

In response to the Russia-Ukraine conflict and its impact on African countries, AKADEMIYA2063 developed the Ukraine Crisis Brief Series, a comprehensive research series to provide evidence-based simulations of the ramifications of the crisis. Hinged upon data, analytics, and past crisis patterns, the AKADEMIYA2063 Ukraine Crisis Brief Series analyzes the economic and socio-economic impacts of global market disruptions induced by the Russia-Ukraine conflict. These research findings are published on AKADEMIYA2063’s Ukraine Crisis and African Economies portal.

Session XI of the AKADEMIYA2063 Ukraine Crisis Webinar Series will discuss the global fertilizer, wheat, and market disruptions and their effects on agricultural productivity, growth, and food security in Rwanda.

Based on AKADEMIYA2063’s Ukraine Brief 21, "Global Fertilizer Trade and Market Disruptions: Impacts on Agricultural Productivity, Growth and Food Security for Rwanda," and Brief 22, “Global Wheat Trade and Market Disruptions: Income and Food Security Effects for Rwanda,” this session will present a compilation of key findings from an analysis of the impact of the Ukraine crisis in Rwanda. Discussions will focus on agricultural productivity and growth trends and effects in the fertilizer sector, also analyzing the effects of global wheat price disruptions on gross incomes, food prices, and food consumption levels in the country.